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The BBS CI-R is now available with ABE certification for the Tesla Model 3 
 
Uncompromising. Aesthetic. Trend setting. BBS, the world’s premier alloy wheel 
manufacturer now offers its CI-R high-performance wheel design in 8.5J x 19-
inch LK ET36 5/114.3 dimensions with ABE certification for the Tesla Model 3 
Type 003 (Model years 2019-2020).  
 
Minimalist design, state-of-the-art technology, long range: The Tesla Model 3 is the 
world's best-selling pure electric car, with more than a million units sold to date. It has 
been on sale in Germany since 2019. 
 
Now BBS offers the CI-R alloy wheel in 8.5J x 19-inch LK ET36 5/114.3 with ABE 
certification for the Tesla Model 3 Type 003 (Model Years 2019-2020) in three different 
surface finishes of Satin Silver Platinum, Satin Black, Satin Bronze, plus a special 
Nürburgring Edition.  
 
With its distinctive Y-spoke design, this one-piece alloy wheel showcases core BBS 
technical competencies such as the weight optimisation techniques developed in the 
crucible of motorsport. The flow-forming process that BBS has perfected for road 
wheels combines low weight with improved material strength, while the optional BBS 
collision protection system keeps ‘kerb rash’ at bay and the wheels looking good for 
longer. 
 
For more information on the BBS wheel programme and technologies: www.bbs.com. 
 
BBS CI-R – Facts and Figures 
  
Dimensions:  8.0J x 19 to 10.5J x 19-inch, 8.0J x 20 to 11.5J x 20-inch 
Bolt patterns:  5 x 108 / 5 x 112 / 5 x 114.3 / 5 x 120  
Finishes:   Satin Silver Platinum, Satin Black, 

Satin Bronze, Nürburgring Edition 
Design:   One-piece, low-pressure cast, flow-formed, heat treated, 
   weight optimised, varying offsets,  

replaceable BBS collision protection.  
Applications 
& Certifications: For many popular vehicles 
Guarantee:   Five years 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
About BBS: 
 
BBS is the world's best-known brand for alloy wheels. This is continuously confirmed by awards from 
leading German and international automotive trade journals. The company, founded in 1970 by Heinrich 
Baumgartner and Klaus Brand at the Schiltach site in the Black Forest, stands for numerous innovations 
and has developed numerous industry-defining designs in its more than 50-year history. Careful controls 
ensure the high quality of BBS products to this day, starting with low-pressure casting, flow forming and 
special heat treatment through to the surface finish. Each wheel produced is checked several times by 
BBS employees. Today's BBS automotive GmbH is part of the KW automotive group. In addition to the 
suspension manufacturer KW automotive with its brands KW suspensions, ST suspensions and ap 
Sportfahrwerke, these include the suspension manufacturers AL-KO Damping, Belltech and Reiger 
Suspension as well as the SimRacing brands TrackTime and Ascher Racing. With its immense product 
portfolio, KW automotive has been operating successfully in all markets for over 25 years. 
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